Abstract. Image filtering is one of the principal tools used in computer vision applications. Real systems store and manipulate high resolution images in compressed forms, therefore the implementation of the entire processing chain directly in the compressed domain became essential. This includes almost always linear filtering operations implemented by convolution. Linear image filtering implementation directly on the JPEG images is challenging for several reasons, including the complexity of transposing the pixel level convolution in the compressed domain, which may increase the processing time, despite avoiding the decompression. In this paper we propose a new computationally efficient solution for JPEG image filtering (as a spatial convolution between the input image and a given kernel) directly in the DCT based compressed domain. We propose that the convolution operation to be applied just on the periodical extensions of the DCT basis images, as an off-line processing, obtaining the filtered DCT basis images, which are used in data decompression. While this doesn't solve the near block boundaries filtering artefacts for large convolution kernels, for most practical cases, it provides good quality results at a very low computational complexity. These kind of implementations can run at real-time rates/ speeds and are suitable for developments of applications on digital cameras/ DSP/ FPGA.
Introduction
Image filtering operations are widely used in various real time applications of computer vision, due to their usefulness to various tasks, such as noise removal, edge extraction, sharpening, image resizing, feature extraction, image restoration, etc. Real systems manipulate the data in compressed formats, among which the most well-known standards for image and video compression (JPEG, MPEG1 to MPEG4, H.261 to H.264, HDTV, etc.) are based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT). These are also the preferred storage formats for the majority of digital cameras and a large amount of image/video acquisition boards, which means that the compression steps can be performed by embedded software and hardware blocks within an on-board image processor. Therefore, by embedding the processing step into the decompression scheme, the operation of fully decompression and recompression prior/after processing will be avoided -this means that the data is processed directly in the compressed domain.
Any compressed domain processing algorithm implies its formulation in the DCT image representation space and is typically applied on small size image blocks in which the image is prior decomposed by tiling (due to the compression standard [1] ). Therefore, the processing can be realized after entropy decoding before inverse DCT step, which is computationally expensive (the concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 ). The advantages of compressed domain image processing are already acknowledged by the scientific community [2, 3, 4] , in terms of the computational speed, not to mention the sometimes better performance, which explained the efforts for the re-formulation of many pixel-level algorithms directly in the JPEG compressed domain.
The formulation in the compressed domain of operations, in which the pixel intensity in the processed image is obtained as a combination of intensities from different positions in the original image aren't straightforward, but these can be computed in the compressed domain. Doing so, implementing these algorithms directly in the compressed domain, it is challenging not only because such operations often cross JPEG blocks boundaries, but also because of the complexity of the transposed formulation. Unfortunately, in some cases, the resulting formulation turns out to be no faster than pixel level processing version. Thus, in the literature, researchers have proposed and implemented several fast methods of these algorithms [5] - [14] , where a trade-off between speed and quality was considered. Some implementations/methods reduce dramatically the computational cost, but degrade the processed image quality. In [5, 6] two reformulations of the convolution operation were proposed, exploiting the sparseness of the DCT-domain representation. The algorithm was applied on each block and for computing were considered 8 neighbouring blocks of 8× 8 pixels. In [13] was implemented an algorithm for dominant edge direction extraction. It is based on usage of the average intensity values of four sub-blocks partition of an 8×8 pixels block. Using these 4 average intensity values (computed using the quantized DCT coefficients) is possible to compute the three parameters which indicate the block dominant direction as horizontal (H), vertical (V) or diagonal (D). The angle of the edge is decided by analysing the H, V and D values. In [10] the authors focused on feature point extraction in the compressed domain. Therefore, they proposed a compressed domain version of the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), and they extracted Harris corner/feature points or points showing a strong curvature directly from the DCT coefficients. In [11, 12] , to improve efficiency of compressed image retrieval, they proposed different methods of edge histogram generation in DCT domain. Using the edge information provided by only two AC coefficients of DCT coefficients, they got edge directions and strengths directly in DCT domain [11] . In [12] , the content descriptor is constructed by a run-length edge-block histogram with three patterns including horizontal edge, vertical edge and no-edge. While most of the implemented approaches are based on linear filters, they either are computationally complex ( [5, 6] ), or optimize the speed but at the cost of generality and precision (as the edge detection based solutions [[6] - [14] ]).
In this paper we introduce a JPEG compressed domain formulation of the linear image filtering process and we prove mathematically and experimentally not only its numerical efficiency, but also the good quality of the results regardless the type of convolution mask (low pass or high pass filter). Our aim is to calculate efficiently a filtered image, as the result of spatial convolution between the image and a given filter (with explicit kernels, such as: Gaussian, Laplacian, Sobel, etc.). For direct processing in the compressed domain, we exploit the continuity/pattern of the DCT basis images, the convolution being apply on the periodical extensions of the DCT basis images. Therefore, the convolution step can be applied off-line on the DCT dictionary (DCT basis images) and saved in a file, and in the processing step we just load the filtered DCT bases (the modified dictionary) and use them when we decompress the image. This implementation can run at rates/ speeds that approach real-time, therefore, these can open the way to the development of computationally efficient real time image processing implementations on digital cameras/ DSP/ FPGA.
JPEG compressed domain image processing
Nowadays, since the image/video resolutions increased significantly, besides the requirements for high compression rates (in order to save storage space and transmission time) the requirements for fast processing (as developments directly in the compressed domain) have become essential. The most used image storage format is the DCT based JPEG format (over 95% of images on Internet are stored in this format), by reason of the advantages offered by this format: low storage capacity needed (while maintaining the image quality) and better performances in information transmission.
The basic steps used to compress/decompress the JPEG images [1] are presented in the following. First, the color image is represented in a decorrelated color space, usually the YUV color space. The YUV color space provides a clear separation between the luminance and chrominance representation, which provides the benefit of a much higher de-correlation of the color components, as compared to the default RGB (Red, Green and Blue) components, and thus allows their independent encoding and , and usually, the chrominance components U and V are down-sampled by a factor of two. As a result, the image is represented by three matrices (corresponding to the scaled luminance Y and scaled chrominance components, U and V), which are independently processed as follows: each matrix is divided into 8 × 8 pixels blocks by tiling, with each 8 × 8 block being further individually processed for compression. A discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied on each block and the resulting DCT coefficients are quantized using quantization tables (by dividing them to the corresponding value in the quantization table followed by rounding the division result). Many small coefficients, usually the high frequency ones, are therefore quantized to zero, after this operation. A large among of the AC coefficients became zero after quantization therefore it is obtained a very sparse representation of the blocks of 8 × 8 pixels. The next step is to zigzag order the DCT coefficients matrix of each block; in this way, the AC coefficients are capable to indicate frequency components in an ascending order. The last steps in the coding algorithm are the DPCM (Differential Pulse Code Modulation) of the DC coefficient and the RLE (Run Length Encoding) of the AC coefficients, followed/ended by entropy coding (Huffman coding). The resulting compressed stream together with a header forms the JPEG file. In the decoder, the compressed image is decoded, inverse quantized and the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) is applied.
There are two ways to process the JPEG compressed images (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ):
The pixel-level processing (spatial domain processing) requires the decompression of the JPEG bitstream until at pixel level, prior to the application of the processing algorithm on the pixels spatial matrix. Finally, the resulting image is recompressed.
2. The compressed domain processing does not require any decompression/ recompression, but the processing algorithm must be formulated in the DCT image representation space (the RLE vector -illustrated by blue dashed line in Fig. 1 , or the zig-zag ordered quantized DCT coefficientsthe blue solid line in Fig. 1 ) to provide the same result as in the pixel level processing case. Once such a formulation is given, it is only necessary to entropy decode the JPEG bitstream, obtaining the zigzag ordered quantized DCT coefficients, process these values, and entropy encode the new values obtaining the new JPEG bitstream. The processing in compressed domain not only reduces the computation time by avoiding the decompression before processing, but also can benefit from JPEG reduced data space (the majority of the AC coefficients are zero after the quantization). Furthermore, the application of the IDCT is avoided, which is computationally expensive.
Avoiding the double compression, by direct image manipulation in the compressed domain, is an important and of current interest aspect. By double compression [15, 16] it is understood that the JPEG image is decompressed to the spatial domain for different reasons and recompressed (at least one time) with the different or the same quantization tables. As it is well known, the DCT-based JPEG compression scheme is lossy. In general, when an image is decompressed and recompressed again some JPEG coefficients will be modified, and the obtained doubly compressed image would have some differences from the original image. The double compression can introduce three kinds of errors: quantization error, truncation error and rounding error. The DCT coefficients are divided by the If in the case of image processing at pixel level the new algorithms try generally to provide solutions with better results in quality than the existing ones, in the case of processing in the compressed domain the main aim is to achieve the same quality as in pixel level algorithms but at the same time to improve the numerical efficiency of processing, compared to the case of JPEG decompression based processing. As such, all the methods in this field of research are compared with pixel level methods and tend to achieve similar performance, and not necessarily an improvement in the quality of results. If a processing algorithm can be formulated directly in the JPEG compressed domain, it is recommended to implement it, because a local block description is available directly, at no extra computational cost.
The DCT basis images
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is an orthonormal transform widely used for image processing, analysis and compression due to its good performances (based on its properties: energy compaction and de-correlation of the coefficients of the resulting image representation). The DCT concentrates the spatial image content in relatively few coefficients, so we can treat images as sparse signals in the DCT domain. The first coefficient in the DCT coefficients matrix represents the DC coefficient (it represents the average intensity in a block of pixels), and the other DCT coefficients are the AC coefficients (which describe the variance of intensities changes in pixels within the same block). The DCT is appropriate for sparse representation mainly of natural images (on which JPEG format is successfully used) and typically it is applied on small size image blocks in which the image is priory decomposed by tiling. 
where Z pq is the representation of the block X pq in the DCT domain (the DCT coefficients), and C[N × N ] denotes the discrete cosine transform matrix. The DCT matrix C being unitary and real-valued (and therefore, the inverse of C being C −1 = C T ), the inverse two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (IDCT) of the block X pq is given, in matrix form, by the expression:
which states that, once the DCT coefficients of the block are known, the spatial representation of the block can be recovered without error. Of course, if only an approximation of the DCT coefficients of the block is available, an approximation of the spatial representation of the block can be obtained; this is the case in the JPEG compressed images, where the DCT coefficients are only known in an approximate form (due to the quantization), but as long as most of the block energy is preserved in the quantization process, the information loss in the restored block is visually unperceivable.
In terms of the orthogonal transforms theory, the matrix C can also be seen as a complete set of orthonormal basis vectors of length N each. 
Using the description of the transform matrix C in terms of the basis vectors c u introduced earlier, the IDCT yields the following form of the spatial block X pq :
which describes the spatial N × N pixels image block X pq as the weighted sum of the matrices
, over all i, j = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. These matrices are called the basis images of the discrete cosine transform. The weights by which the basis images are combined to yield the reconstruction of the spatial representation of the image block X pq are exactly the DCT coefficients of the block, Z pq .
One should note that although the equations above include apparently all the basis images, in practice, for a sparse representation, many of the DCT coefficients Z pq are zero or very close to zero. Actually, the larger the number of zero coefficients, the better the sparsity property of the decomposition.
Just like the basis vectors found on the lines of the transform matrix C form a complete orthonormal set of vectors, the basis images associated to the two-dimensional discrete cosine transform form a complete orthonormal set of matrices. Denoting the basis image c i c j T by D C i,j [N × N ], the N 2 basis images can be seen as elements of a complete dictionary, that can be used for the representation of any spatial image block of size N × N . The dictionary has a complete form and can be written as:
which allows to re-write in a more compact form equation (4):
The basis images of the DCT dictionary, for N = 8, scaled within the range [0; 255] and rounded to integers for visualization purposes, are shown in Fig. 2.a) .
JPEG image filtering
An advantage offered by JPEG compressed domain for image filtering is that the color space used in the compression scheme decorrelates the luminance information (Y) and color components (U,V); therefore, each component can be processed separately. Furthermore, in the case of high-pass filtering, it is often enough to filter just the luminance component (Y) in order to detect the edges.
Let G be an odd-size convolution kernel, G[(2K + 1) × (2L + 1)], with K, L positive integers. The convolution operation between the image X and the kernel G, formulated at pixel level, can be expressed as: 0, 1, ..., H − 1, v = 0, 1, . .., W − 1, 
with (u, v) the relative spatial locations in the block, from {0, 1, ..., N − 1} × {0, 1, . .., N − 1}.
One can notice that, as long as any u−k and v −l is ≥ 0 and < N , only the brightness values in the block are enough to compute the filtering result. For the other cases, it will be impossible to estimate accurately F pq (u, v) without error (i.e., for the boundaries of the block) using the corresponding X pq alone. This is usually referred as cross boundary artefacts. However considering also the neighbour blocks yields the computation more complex and, as the experiments show, doesn't justify for small kernel sizes. In this paper we consider just the latter case, and attempt to provide a formulation of the linear block filtering independently from the other blocks. Now let us recall that any X pq can be written in terms of its DCT basis images dictionary, D C , expansion as a weighted sum of images known a-priori (as shown e.q. in Fig. 2.a) ), with the scalar weights given by the DCT coefficients Z pq (as expressed in equation (6)).
Therefore each spatial window X pq (u,v) [(2K + 1) × (2L + 1)] has a corresponding decomposition of the same form over the basis images set, as long as
(that is, the block boundaries are not crossed):
with
] is the spatial window centred on the location (u, v) in the basis image D C i,j . Replacing this expression into equation (8) yields:
and since each Z pq (i, j) is a scalar, independent of the spatial location in the block (u, v), the expression (10) becomes:
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The equation (11) can be written at block level, as:
Note that, for any K > 0 and L > 0, it is impossible to compute D F i,j in all the locations (u, v). To alleviate this problem, it is enough to use larger basis images in the equation (12) Some examples of the filtered basis images from the DCT dictionary, forming the set Fig. 3 for different types of kernels: a LPF (Low-Pass Filter) kernel and some HPF (High-Pass Filter) kernels.
Experimental results
We used a set of standard images to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. From the experimental results, it can be seen that the proposed convolution method, besides the high computational speed benefit for JPEG compressed domain images, has good result. The quality of the filtered image (with medium size convolution kernels) is comparable to the pixel level convolution method. The implementation process is divided into two phases: (1) the dictionary of filtered basis images is computed and stored in a file; (2) the linear filtered image is computed, at block level, as a weighted summation 
Summary
In this paper we propose an approach for JPEG image filtering, directly in the DCT based compressed domain, as the result of spatial convolution between the image and a given filter (with explicit kernels, such as: Gaussian, Laplacian, Sobel, etc.). We propose to apply the convolution operation on the periodical extensions of the DCT basis images (we exploit the continuity/pattern of the DCT basis images), which can be computed off-line and just used to obtain directly the linear filtered image at pixel level through their weighted summation. The algorithm is suitable for real-time applications (as the ones on smart devices, digital cameras, mobile phones, IP cameras, etc.) due to the fact that at one moment just a single block of the compressed data it is necessary to be retained in memory for filtering process. Therefore, the image processing in the compressed domain is possible to be done during the JPEG file reading/writing operation. The proposed method is applicable to any DCT based data compression standard, not just JPEG, such as MPEG, H.26x, etc. The results are comparable in quality to the pixel level operations, for medium size convolution kernels. 
